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Train derailed by an avalanche, Sakhalin Island, Russia,
-+ Dec. ,**3

Train derailed by an avalanche on -+ Dec. ,**3, eastern coast of Sakhalin
Island (,+3 km from Korsakov along the Korsakov-Nogliki railway).
Numbers correspond to buried machinery: + & ,: locomotive and snowcleaning car hit by the ﬁrst avalanche, respectively; -: breakdown gang’s
bulldozer hit by the second avalanche.

Fig. ,. (a) Locomotive and 2/-ton
snow-cleaning car (yellow) buried by
avalanche debris. (b) The removal of
snow revealed torsion and rupture of
railway sleepers (arrow).

Fig. -. (a) Crown face of a fracture
at the starting zone of the avalanche
(+.* m above the railway upon a
slope with an inclination of up to ./)
as developed between old and newly
loaded snow. (b) Weak layer beneath
a wind slab (arrow).
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Fig. .. View of the accident site from the starting zone of the avalanche (dashed
line indicates the extent of avalanche debris, which is .* m wide, +.* m long, and
..*῍1./ m thick; + & ,: locomotive and snow-cleaning car, respectively).

Train derailed by an avalanche, Sakhalin Island,
Russia, -+ Dec. ,**3
Sakhalin Island ῌ῏ῐ῍ is one of the most avalanche-prone regions in Russia.
Its maritime climate is characterized by heavy snowfall and buried structural
weaknesses in the snowpack. During a storm on -+ Dec. ,**3, two snow slides
collapsed onto the same section of railway along the eastern coast of the island (.*
km south of Makarov City). The ﬁrst avalanche, which occurred at around 3 : ./
am, derailed a diesel locomotive with a snow-cleaning car (Fig. +, ,, .). A
breakdown gang, consisting of +* sta# and machinery, sought to restore the
railway service but was hit by a second avalanche at around +* pm, resulting in two
fatalities. Subsequent observations at the crown of the failed snow slabs revealed
a typical weak layer comprising an ice crust buried by a wind slab with a thickness
of .1῍1+ cm (Fig. - and Table); the total estimated volume of avalanche debris was
+1῍,2῎+*- m-. The railway service was restored on . Jan. ,*+* based on an expert
opinion (V.E. Suchkov) of minimal further risk. It was recommended that an
avalanche defense be considered at the site (an avalanche had occurred at the
same site in Feb. ,**3).
Snow cover proﬁle of the wind-loaded slope above the railway (- Jan., ,*+*, observer : V.E. Suchkov).
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